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Iuzef Polian, born in 1933 resident of the village of Brailliv, Ukraine. There 

were many Jews engaged in trade and other crafts. Many of the local Jews fled to 
the Romanian side of the border at the beginning of the war. 

There was a whole street of Jewish houses. Including the interviewee's house 
among them, so he could watch the Jews being taken away from his window. He 
saw a woman being led barefoot in a nightgown in the winter. Mostly the Jews 
were taken away by local polizei, a German watched. The same polizei and other 
people, villagers, stole belongings from empty houses. 

The Jews wore a bandage on the arm with the inscription "Juda", and then a 
yellow hexagonal star was pinned on their chest and back. 

Some Jews were taken straight to a pit, others were housed in a 
concentration camp. They put a fence around the inn and another house with a 
basement. There was a guard of 2-3 polizei. The concentration camp existed for a 
long time (winter-summer, he doesn't say exact period of time), until the Jews from 
other villages were taken to be shot. The villagers were not allowed to approach, 
the interviewee saw his friend, a boy, but a polizei hit him and did not let him out. 

He says that the Jews were released from the concentration camp to a market 
300-400 meters away. They were given literally a few minutes, and then the polizei 
started beating them and taking them back. 

He recalls a case when their family fell ill, his mother asked a polizei to 
bring a Jewish doctor from the concentration camp, and they allowed it. 

He saw columns of the Jews from Zhmerynka, about 100 Jews under the 
protection of a pair of policemen and a German with a dog. Some Jews also had 
signs, they crossed the bridge, crossed the border to Romania, they walked calmly. 

The Jews were shot 400 meters from the village in the direction of 
Demydivka. There were two pits for the Jews and prisoners of war, both said to 
have been dug up by prisoners of war. He once watched the shooting, climbing the 
church, from a distance of about 1.5 km, no details were visible. But he knows that 
the Jews were undressed, later their clothes were sold in a village shop. 

It was not allowed to fill up the pit for a long time, expecting more 
shootings, but when the smell of the corpse began to spread, they were allowed to 
cover it with lime. 

He remembers a rich Jew who met Germans (came out with rolls, jam), but 
then he was also called for questioning to the German court several times, and later 
he was also shot, his house was sold. 
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The interviewee recounts hearing from others that Ukrainians were 
sheltering Jews. One Jew asked a woman with many children to hide his son, but 
she gave the boy to the Germans. Jewish homes were looted, bought, and inhabited 
by others. 

He also witnessed how the Germans persecuted prisoners of war, treated 
them cruelly, and knows that they were later rescued by guerrilla. After the war, he 
recalls that some polizei were imprisoned, in front of his eyes a Soviet soldier 
killed one. 

 
Baranchuk is the chief of the police, polizei Demov, Dovbenko, Lagoda 
Babchynietser is a Jewish woman who was led barefoot in a nightgown 
Iasha Eizinberg is a friend of the interviewee 
Ios Shmarian is a rich Jew 
Yarysh is the name of a Ukrainian woman who gave a Jewish boy to the 

Germans 
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